Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal (π) and residue field k = O/πO, G a finite group, and OG the corresponding group algebra.
Introduction
Let {K, O, k} be a p-modular system for a finite group G, so that O is a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal J(O) = (π), residue field k = O/πO characteristic p > 0 and field of fractions K. Let ν : O → N denote the π-adic valuation on O.
The present paper is concerned with presenting two applications of a functor R : mod-OG → latt-OG, where mod-OG is the stable category of the Frobenius category of OG-modules with respect to the O-split exact structure, and latt-OG is the full triangulated subcategory of mod-OG consisting of OG-lattices. This functor is a right adjoint to the inclusion functor latt-OG → mod-OG (see Theorem 1.3).
The first application deals with almost split sequences for Knörr lattices. Recall that a Knörr lattice M (virtually irreducible lattice in [14] ) is a lattice satisfying ν(Trace(α)) ≥ ν(Trace(Rank O (M ))) for all α ∈ End OG (M ) (with equality if and only if α is an automorphism), where Trace : End O (M ) → O is the ordinary trace map. Examples of Knörr lattices include irreducible lattices and absolutely indecomposable lattices of rank coprime to p. Further, R. Knörr showed that all Knörr lattices are absolutely indecomposable. Recall that Carlson and Jones [2] define the exponent exp(M ) of an OGlattice M to be π a if π a Id M factors through a projective module, but π a−1 Id M does not. It is shown in [2] that Knörr lattices are the absolutely indecomposable lattices M such that π a−1 Id M generates the socle of End(M ), the endomorphism algebra of M as an object in latt-OG.
If M is a Knörr lattice of exponent π a and ∆ is the connected component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of OG containing M , then recent papers by Geline and Mazza [5] and Kawata [13] give sufficient conditions for M to lie on the end of ∆. To be precise, [5, Theorem 1.1] shows that M is at the end of ∆ provided M/πM is indecomposable and a > 1, whereas [13, Theorem 3.1] implies that M is at the end of ∆ provided exp(M ) = exp(O) where O is the trivial lattice. We provide here necessary and sufficient conditions, in a similar vein those above. Namely, we prove: Theorem 1.1. Let M and ∆ be as above, and suppose M has exponent π a . Then M lies at the end of ∆ if and only if M/π a−1 M is indecomposable.
The case when a = 1 follows from Proposition 4.9, which shows how restrictive the existence of a Knörr lattice of exponent π in a given block is. This extends a result of Jones, Kawata and Michler [9, Theorem 2.1].
The second application is to stable endomorphism rings of Heller lattices of kG-modules. We remind the reader that if X a kG-module, then the Heller lattice of X is the kernel Ω OG X of an OG-projective cover P (X) → X. We show the following:
Stable categories over commutative rings
We recall here the construction given in [1] of the stable category of a group algebra over a commutative ring, and refer the reader to that paper for full details. Let G denote a finite group, Λ a commutative ring (with unity) and let ΛG denote the corresponding group algebra. When Λ is not a field, it is generally not the case that ΛG is self-injective, and hence the usual way of constructing the stable category 'modulo projectives' does not yield a triangulated category. This is corrected by considering those modules that are projective relative to the trivial subgroup.
An ΛG-module M is said to be weakly injective if M is a summand of an induced module N ⊗ Λ ΛG (where N is some Λ-module). This is equivalent to every Λ-split monomorphism from M splits over ΛG, and that every Λ-split epimorphism to M splits over ΛG. It is shown in [1] that for every ΛG-module M there are natural Λ-split monomorphisms ι M : M → M ⊗ Λ ΛG and natural Λ-split epimorphisms θ M : M ⊗ Λ ΛG → M . In particular, the module category Mod-ΛG is not only an exact category with respect to the Λ-split structure in the sense of Quillen [16] , but is in fact a Frobenius category. Happel [6] shows how to construct a triangulated 'stable' category from a Frobenius category. Definition 1. The stable category Mod-ΛG of ΛG has as its objects ΛG-modules, and the morphism spaces are the quotients
where PHom ΛG (M, N ) is the space spanned by those morphisms factoring through a weakly injective module. It is shown in [1] that PHom ΛG (M, N ) can be identified with the image Hom Λ (M, N )
The translation functor in Mod-ΛG will be denoted by Ω, so that Ω(M ) is isomorphic (in Mod-ΛG) to the kernel of θ M . If M and N are isomorphic in Mod-ΛG, we denote this by M ≃ N . Similarly, if f and f ′ are maps in Mod-ΛG that are equivalent in Mod-ΛG, we express this by f ≃ f ′ . Given a ring Γ, we write Ω Γ for the Heller operator on the category of Γ-modules. We denote by latt-ΛG the full subcategory of Mod-ΛG consisting of finitely presented modules.
If Γ is an arbitrary ring, we let mod P -Γ denote category of Γ-modules modulo projectives. This has Γ-modules as objects, but now two morphisms f, f ′ are identified in mod P -Γ if f − f ′ factors through a projective Γ-module (provided the difference f − f ′ makes sense). The key reason for introducing this category, as will become apparent, is that the the Heller operator Ω Γ defines an additive endofunctor on mod P -Γ. Further, while mod P -ΛG is not generally triangulated (just additive), since projective modules are also weakly injective, there is a canonical (additive) functor Ψ : mod P -ΛG → Mod-ΛG.
An adjunction
Now let Λ be a commutative noetherian ring with finite global dimension n (so that Λ is regular ). Let latt-ΛG denote the full triangulated subcategory of mod-ΛG consisting of ΛG modules that are projective as Λ-modules. Objects in latt-ΛG will be referred to as ΛG-lattices. Since projective resolutions of ΛG-lattices are Λ-split, it follows that each non-projective ΛG-lattice has infinite projective dimension. Further, given an arbitrary ΛG-module M , the module Ω n ΛG M is an ΛG-lattice, since the exact sequence defining Ω n ΛG M is a projective resolution of M as an Λ-module. In particular, all weakly injective modules have finite projective dimension.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a lattice, and N an arbitrary ΛG-module. Then the map
induced by the Heller operator is an isomorphism (of Λ-modules).
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram where P and Q are projective and the rows are exact:
Here, the map P → Q is any map lifting ψ, and then by definition Ω ΛG ψ is any map making the diagram commute. Since Ω ΛG is an endofunctor on mod P -ΛG, the mapping ψ → Ω ΛG ψ is well defined, so that a different lifting of ψ results in a morphism equivalent to Ω ΛG ψ in mod P -ΛG. We define an inverse to Σ as follows. As M is a lattice, the top row splits over Λ, and since Q is projective (and thus weakly injective), any map f :
′′ will be the inverse in question (it is clearly Λ-linear). We claim this is a well-defined map. Indeed, suppose α, β : P → Q are distinct lifts of f and suppose they induce a, b : M → N respectively.
It follows that a − b = π N γ is projective. Thus different lifts of f induce equivalent morphisms M → N in mod P -ΛG, and Σ −1 is well defined. We observe immediately that Σ is surjective. Finally, if Ω ΛG ψ is projective, we have Ω ΛG ψ = θ • α M for some θ : P → Ω ΛG N . Then α N • θ : P → Q lifts Ω ΛG ψ, and it follows (since Σ −1 is well defined) that ψ is therefore projective. Hence Ω ΛG is injective.
Let D b (mod-ΛG) denote the bounded derived category of mod-ΛG, and K −,b (P ΛG ) the homotopy category of bounded above complexes of finitely generated projective modules with bounded homology. Recall that there is an equivalence
, and via this equivalence we identify the thick subcategory of perfect complexes,
be the composition of the natural functor mod-ΛG → D b (ΛG) and the quotient functor. The kernel of this functor contains precisely the ΛG-modules of finite projective dimension (which includes the weakly injective modules), so F ′ factors through the stable category, yielding a functor 
where the P i are projective, and H i (X) = 0 for i < r < 0. The mapping cone of the natural map from
is a bounded complex of projectives, and hence
Since the cokernel M of P r−n−1 → P r−n is the nth kernel in a projective resolution of Coker([P r−2 → P r−1 ]), it follows that M is a lattice. SinceX has homology concentrated in degree r − n isomorphic to M , it follows
Since F is exact, we conclude that
The following lemma can be essentially found in [17] .
Lemma 3.3. Let F : S → T be a full, exact functor between triangulated categories such that for any non-zero X ∈ S, we have F X = 0. Then F is faithful.
Proof. Let X α → Y be such that F α = 0. We embed α in a triangle
and obtain a triangle
, and hence a map F β :
Y → Y has its mapping cone sent to 0 by F , so by hypothesis cone(β • γ) = 0. Then β • γ is an isomorphism, so γ is a split monomorphism, and hence α = 0.
Let L : latt-ΛG → mod-ΛG denote the inclusion functor. The following proposition is a generalization of [17, Theorem 2.1].
is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. First note that F L is full, and since every non-projective lattice has infinite projective dimension, for no non-projective lattice X is F L(X) weakly injective. By Lemma 3.3, F L is fully faithful. Finally, F L is essentially surjective by Lemma 3.2.
From this equivalence we recover a functor
Proof. Let M be a lattice, X an ΛG-module, and define
We first check that ψ is well defined, and note that naturality follows easily. Since Ω is a self-equivalence of mod-ΛG, we need only check that 
By repeated applications of Lemma 3.1, β is non-projective and well-defined by Ω n ΛG f . It follows that α = ψ(β), and ψ is surjective.
Remark. We will habitually identify M with LM in mod-ΛG when M is a lattice, and we will write ε M : RM → M for the counit of the adjoint pair (L, R).
Let KerR denote the kernel of R, the full subcategory of mod-ΛG consisting of objects X with RX ≃ 0. This is a thick subcategory of mod-OG and its objects are precisely the modules of finite projective dimension. It is not hard to construct ΛG-modules of finite projective dimension that are not weakly injective. An obvious source are the cones of the counit maps, but it is even possible to find torsion modules in the kernel.
, and let Λ = Z 2 , the 2-adic integers. Let α : ΛG → ΛG be given by the matrix 1 3 3 1 (with respect to the basis (1 G , g)). Note that det(α) = −8, so α is injective.
The Smith normal form of α is 1 0 0 8 , and so Coker(α) is Λ/8Λ as an Λ-module (the action of g can be checked to be multiplication by 5). Since Coker(α) is cyclic, it cannot be weakly injective, yet by construction has projective dimension 1.
It follows from this example that the kernel of R is not generally trivial. We can characterize the kernel in terms of the counit of the adjunction. Recall that if C is a subcategory of a triangulated category
Lemma 3.7. An ΛG-module X is in the kernel of R if and only if ε X ≃ 0. In particular, KerR = latt-OG ⊥ .
Proof. It is clear that the kernel of R consists of those modules X of finite projective dimension, in which case the counit is clearly a weakly injective map. Conversely, the construction of the counit ε X : RX → X shows that we have
Hence if ε X is weakly injective, the identity of Ω n ΛG X is weakly injective, and so X has finite projective dimension. The final statement is clear.
In [1] , the authors note that, if k is a quotient ring of Λ such that k is finitely presented as an Λ-module, then the full subcategory D = {Y ∈ mod-ΛG | Y ∼ = Y ⊗ k} admits − ⊗ k as a left adjoint to the inclusion D → mod-ΛG, i.e. if M ∈ D and X is an arbitrary object in mod-ΛG, then Hom(X, M ) ∼ = Hom(X ⊗ k, M ). This holds in particular if Λ is noetherian and k is a quotient field of Λ.
We have seen that the kernel of R is generally non-trivial. However, the following shows that when Λ is noetherian, every non-projective kG-module has infinite projective dimension as an ΛG-module when k is a quotient field of Λ with characteristic dividing |G| (note that if the characteristic of k does not divide |G|, then every kG-module is weakly injective, and hence has finite projective dimension as an ΛG-module).
Proposition 3.8. Let Λ be a regular ring of global dimension n, and suppose k is a quotient field of Λ whose characteristic divides |G|. Let M be a non-projective kG-module. Then RM ≃ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, RM ≃ 0 is equivalent to Ω n ΛG (M ) being weakly injective, which in turn is equivalent to Ω n ΛG (M )↓ G S being weakly injective for S a Sylow p-subgroup of G (where p = Char(k)). Since restriction is an exact functor, we may assume G is a p-group. Then, for every non-projective kG-module M we have
Thus RM ≃ 0 by Lemma 3.7.
Almost split sequences for Knörr lattices
From now on, let O denote a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal J(O) = m principly generated by some π ∈ O. To avoid trivialities, we assume |G| is not a unit in O. This means that the residue field k = O/m has characteristic dividing the order of |G|, and hence (p) = (π) e for some e ≥ 1, where p is the characteristic of k. It is well-known that the Heller operators Ω OG and Ω −1 OG preserve indecomposability of OG-lattices, and that any surjective map from a non-projective indecomposable OG-lattice to an indecomposable (O/π b O)G-lattice (for all b ∈ N) is non-zero in mod-OG. Moreover, Thompson [21] has shown that an OG lattice M has a projective summand P if and only if P ⊗ k is a summand of M ⊗ k. We will use these facts without comment. Further, we will frequently write M in place of M ⊗ k.
Since O is hereditary, we have that
OG (P ) ∼ = 0 when P is projective, we will take RM to be projective-free by convention, when viewed as an OGlattice.
Note that if M is an OG-lattice (or kG-module), then Ω OG M (or Ω kG M ) is isomorphic to ΩM in mod-OG, and we will implicitly identify them. In particular ΩM and Ω −1 M , when considered in the module category, will be assumed to be projective-free. Finally, given an OG-module M , we denote the OG-projective cover of M by P (M ).
Let us recall the construction of almost split sequences for OG-lattices. If N is an indecomposable OGlattice with stable OG-endomorphism ring E N , then E N has a simple socle (as an (E N -E N )-bimodule). A generator of this socle is called an almost projective morphism. It is shown in [18, Theorem 34.11] that there is an almost split sequence
in the category of OG-lattices where, ψ N : Y N → N is a pullback of an almost projective morphism along a projective cover P N → N . We note the following immediate consequence:
Proposition 4.1. Let M be an indecomposable lattice with stable endomorphism ring k. Then every nonprojective map to M is a split surjection, and every non-projective map from M is a split monomorphism.
Proof. If End(M ) = k, then Id M is an almost projective morphism. Therefore any projective cover P (M ) → M is right almost split and any injective hull M → I(M ) is left almost split.
Lattices of minimal exponent
Recall that Carlson and Jones [2] This is a consequence of the adjunction R. Kawata [11] has previously noted that the indecomposable lattices of exponent π are precisely the Heller lattices of indecomposable non-projective kG-modules when O is a ramified extension of ramification degree at least 3 of some complete discrete valuation ring O ′ . We will prove a generalisation of this result independent of ramification in O, and from this and Theorem 5.6, Kawata's characterisation of lattices of exponent π will hold when the ramification degree is two. 
Proof. We first remark that our assumption implies
, where P is a projective O b G module. Then α and β lift (non-uniquely) to α ′ ∈ Hom OG (M, Q) and β ′ ∈ Hom OG (Q, N ) respectively, where Q b = P . It follows we may write N ) . But as we've seen, π b g is projective, and hence so was f .
The following lemma is a special case of [12, Proposition 4.5], but we rephrase the proof in terms of the functor R for convenience. Lemma 4.3. Let M be an indecomposable OG-module that is not a summand of RN for any kG-module N . Then the almost split sequence starting with M is split modulo π.
Proof. For an OG-lattice X, let α X : X → X denote the canonical surjection. Then α M factors through RM , say via ϕ : M → RM . We are left with the following picture:
where both squares commute and α RM ϕ = βα M . It follows that β = ϕ ⊗ k is a split monomorphism. Now, if h : M → C is a left almost split morphism, h factors through ϕ since M is not a summand of RM . Since ϕ split mod (π), so too is h.
Remark. Implicit in this result is that if M is an indecomposable non-projective OG-lattice, then M is a summand of RM ⊗ k, and that this is independent of the ramification of p in O. This is also proven more directly in [8, Theorem 2.1 (b)] (see also Lemma 4.12). We will see in Proposition 5.4 that more generally, the projective-free kG-module N is always a summand of RN , but this requires ramification of p in O.
We can now prove 
Heller lattices of simple modules
We study here the the lattices Ω OG S = RadP (S), where S is a simple kG-module. We give criteria for Ω OG S to be decomposable, and relate this to question of decomposability of middle terms of almost split sequences for Knörr lattices of exponent π. We start with some easy lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a non-projective simple kG-module. Then P (RS) ∼ = P (S) ⊕ P (S).
Proof. We first show that P (RS) is decomposable. Since RS is a quotient of P (RS), and there is a non-zero map RS → S, it follows that P (S) is a summand of P (RS). Since our convention dictates that P (RS) is the O-injective hull of Ω OG S, and because Rank O (Ω OG S) = Rank O (P (S)), the fact that Ω OG S is non-projective shows that there is some other summand of P (RS). Now, consider the exact sequence 0 → Ω OG S → P (S) → S → 0. On tensoring with k, we have the exact sequence
where exactness on the left is due to P (S) being flat as an O-module and the isomorphism Tor O 1 (k, S) ∼ = S. It follows that Im(ψ) ∼ = Ω kG S, and thus Ω OG S is an extension of Ω kG S by S. Since P (RS) is isomorphic to the injective hull of Ω OG S and is decomposable, it follows that Soc(Ω OG S) = S ⊕ S, and that P (RS) ∼ = P (S) ⊕ P (S).
Lemma 4.6. Let S, T be non-projective simple modules. Then
Proof. This is immediate, since Lemma 4.5 shows that Head(RS) ∼ = S ⊕ S. For a simple module S, let Ξ(S) be number of distinct indecomposable summands of P (S) ⊗ K (that is, the number of distinct irreducible characters P (S) affords).
It follows from this lemma that if
Proof. Suppose RS is decomposable, so that we may write RS = M 1 ⊕ M 2 by Proposition 4.6 (where M i has simple head isomorphic to S). Let χ be a simple character appearing in P (S)⊗K. By [21] [Theorem 1], there is an O-form B of χ with indecomposable head S. Hence we have a non-projective map B → S, and hence a map B → RS. Since B is indecomposable, any non-projective map B → M i is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.1. Without loss of generality, we have B ∼ = M 1 . Similarly, if χ ′ is distinct from χ, and
Lemma 4.8. Let M be an OG-lattice which is projective relative to some subgroup H ≤ G. Then
for all subgroups H ′ ≤ G, so we just to to verify the reverse inequality. If M is projective relative to H, then the identity in End OG (M ) satisfies Id M = Tr H,G (a) for some a ∈ End OH (M ↓ H ). If exp(M ↓ H ) = π n it follows that π n · Id M is a projective map by the O-linearity of Tr H,G and the fact that the relative trace map sends projective maps to projective maps. Thus exp(M ) ≤ exp(M↓ H ) as required. Since the vertices of M are the minimal subgroups of G that M is projective relative to, the final statement is clear.
We can now show how restrictive the existence of a Knörr lattice of exponent π is. Recall first that if X is an irreducible lattice (we say a lattice is irreducible if K ⊗ X is indecomposable) in a block B of defect d, then the height of X is the non-negative integer h satisfying rank O (X) = p a−d+h , where p a is the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of G. It is immediate from the definition of defect of a block that there is always an irreducible lattice in B of height zero. Proposition 4.9. Let M be an OG-lattice with End(M ) = k belonging to the block B. Then every indecomposable non-projective lattice in B has stable endomorphism ring isomorphic to k. Further, the defect group of B has order p and (p) = J(O).
Proof. Let S be a simple module in the head of M . Then there is a non-projective map M → RS, and by Auslander-Reiten duality, a map RS → M . Thus M is a summand of RS (note that M ∼ = RS since End(RS) is two dimensional), and hence
we only need to prove that Rad(P (S)) is projective-free. First note that N ′ is irreducible, since otherwise there would be some non-projective lattice L as a quotient, and the canonical map N ′ → L would have to be a split epimorphism as it is not projective, a contradiction. The same holds for N ′′ . Since RS is decomposable, Ξ(S) ≤ 2 by Lemma 4.7, so we can write K ⊗ P (S) = mX 1 ⊕ nX 2 (where m, n are the respective multiplicities of the X i as summands of K ⊗ P (S)). Then there is an O-free (hence not weakly injective) quotient B of P (S) affording the same character as mX 1 . Since B is a quotient of P (S), there is a non-projective map f : B → RS. B is indecomposable, so f is a split monomorphism and therefore m = 1. Similarly, n = 1. It follows that any projective submodule of Rad(P (S)) not isomorphic to P (S) (which necessarily has lower O-rank than P (S)) is irreducible, which is a contradiction since B has non-zero defect. Thus Rad(P (S)) ∼ = Ω OG N ′ ⊕ Ω OG N ′′ is projectivefree. Let T be some simple module in Rad(P (S))/Rad 2 (P (S)) ∼ = Head(Ω kG S). The exact sequence 0 → S → Rad(P (S)) → P (S) → S → 0 shows that Ω kG S, and hence T , is a quotient of Rad(P (S)). This induces a non-projective Rad(P (S)) → RT , and it follows without loss of generality that N ′ is a summand of RT , so that RT is decomposable. We may repeat this argument for each simple module in Rad(P (S))/Rad 2 (P (S)), and consequently for each simple module in higher Loewy layers of P (S), to show that RS ′ is decomposable for every composition factor S ′ of P (S). It follows that Rad(P (S)) is decomposable for every simple module in B. Therefore, the only non-projective indecomposable OGlattices appearing in B are the summands of the radicals of the indecomposable projective modules in B. In particular, every B-lattice has exponent at most π. If D is the defect group of B, and X is an irreducible lattice of height zero, then by [5, Lemma 2.2] X has exponent π ν(|D|) . It follows that |D| = p and ν(p) = 1.
The following theorem should be compared to [9, Theorem 2.1], which uses an unramified coefficient ring in its hypothesis, and comes to the same conclusion. Proof. It follows by the proof of Proposition 4.9 that M is a proper summand of RS for some simple module S, and hence Head(M ) ∼ = S by Lemma 4.6. Since End(M ) ∼ = k, it follows that a projective cover P (S) → M is right almost split.
Almost split sequences for Knörr lattices
We now turn to Knörr lattices of exponent greater than π. Before proceeding we introduce some convenient notation. 
Jones showed the following, and we include a sketch proof for convenience:
Proof. Most of this is obvious given the definition of exponent and the diagram (1). If j > a, the map π j Id M is projective, and hence the top row of (1) is split. Moreover, for all j, the map π j Id M ⊗ O j is projective, hence the top row of (1) splits modulo (π j ).
When M is projective-free, it follows from Lemma 4.12 that B is also projective free. Therefore, B ∼ = R(Ω j (M j )) in the module category, and we will persist with this identification. If M is additionally a Knörr lattice, it is shown in [2] that Ω OG M is also a Knörr lattice (this is an easy consequence of the definition of Property E). Hence if M has exponent π a , then R(Ω a−1 M a−1 ) is the middle term of the almost split sequence terminating in M . We will given necessary and sufficient conditions (Theorem 4.16) for R(Ω a−1 M a−1 ) to be indecomposable, based on the decomposability of M a−1 . Geline and Mazza ([5, Theorem 1.1]) show that the middle term of the almost split sequence terminating in the Knörr lattice M provided M/πM is indecomposable and exp(M ) ≥ 2, and so Theorem 4.16 represents an extension of this result. Our theorem follows from a much more general result, Proposition 4.15, which gives an indecomposability criterion for the lattices B appearing in Lemma 4.12.
Let us remark on the naturality of the splitting of B b in Lemma 4.12. Consider the following diagram, which is induced by tensoring the pullback diagram (1) by O b :
induced by ϕ. Note that by Lemma 4.2 it is enough to check that
is not projective. The diagram above induces the following morphism of sequences
is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on O b G-modules, it follows that this sequence is split, and hence α = ϕ and δ = Ω b ϕ. As ϕ was non-projective by design, it follows that Ω OG (ϕ) is non-projective too.
Therefore, Ω OG (ϕ) b is determined completely by the class of ϕ in mod-OG, and the lemma follows as Ω
Let n = ν(|G|). Maranda [15] has shown that a lattice is indecomposable if and only if it is indecomposable modulo (π 2n+1 ). Using similar methods (see [3, p.540 ] for more details), one can show that a lattice M of exponent π a is indecomposable if and only if M a+1 is indecomposable. The following shows that this is the best possible result of this type (Corollary 5.7 shows that all indecomposable lattices of exponent π are decomposable modulo (π) when (p) ⊆ (π 2 )).
Proposition 4.14. Let M be an indecomposable OG-lattice of exponent π a . Then M a has at most two summands.
Proof. We may clearly assume M is not projective. Since R(M a ) = M ⊕ Ω −1 OG M , it follows that the summands of M a not in the kernel of R number at most two. If M a has a weakly injective summand, then so does M , and such a summand would lift to a projective summand of M , a contradiction. Finally, since every summand of M a is a quotient of the projective-free lattice M , no summand of M a is in the kernel of R by Lemma 3.7. 
where the maps between then triangles are the respective counits, and ( 
Heller lattices in ramified extensions
We turn to Heller lattices of kG-modules and their indecomposability. It has been observed by many authors (for instance, [8] , [11] ) that one may find indecomposable kG-modules N such that Ω OG N is decomposable; for an explicit example, one may show that J(OG) is decomposable when (|G|) = J(O) (see [10, Lemma 1.1]), and hence Ω OG k is decomposable for when G is a cyclic group of order p. In fact, in this case, Heller and Reiner [7] have shown that there are only two indecomposable non-projective OG lattices, the trivial lattice O and the augmentation ideal A. It follows that if M is any indecomposable kG-module,
Further, Example 3.6 suggests it is not even obvious the Heller lattice of a projective-free kG-module need necessarily be projective-free.
Proposition 4.15 shows that Ω OG (M ) is indecomposable whenever M is an indecomposable liftable kG-module and (|G|) = J(O), independent of how p (the characteristic of k) ramifies in O. We are able to do much better when we allow p to ramify in O.
Ramified O
From now on, we consider O as a (finite) purely ramified extension (O ′ , π ′ ) ⊂ (O, π) of complete discrete valuation rings of ramification degree e. Recall that this means that O is a free O ′ -module of finite rank such that (π ′ ) = (π e ), where π ′ and π generate the maximal ideals of O ′ and O respectively. Further, the residue fields k = O/πO and k ′ = O ′ /π ′ O ′ are isomorphic (and we identify them). Arbitrary finite extension of valuation rings may written as an unramified extension (giving an extension of residue fields) followed by a purely ramified extension. We focus only on purely ramified extensions for ease of exposition; none of the results obtained are materially affected by this convention (provided all kGmodules considered are definable over the appropriate subfields of k). Of course, the extension above is the result of an algebraic extension of complete discrete valuation fields K/K ′ , and O and O ′ are the appropriate rings of integers.
Feit has shown that when considering ramified extensions of complete local rings, one gains a degree of control over the π-modular reductions of lattices. To be precise, he shows Lemma 5.1. Let A ′ be an O ′ -algebra, and M a finitely generated A-lattice.
′ with ramification index e ≥ n, and set
The key observation following this lemma is that given a kG-module M we may construct an OGmodule N such that N ∼ = M ⊕ Ω −1 kG M : simply lift an injective hull of M over O ′ to get an O ′ G-lattice P ′ , and apply the lemma to the filtration 0 ⊂ M ⊂ P ′ . Hence we observe:
shows that the map Ω OG (M ) → Ω kG (M ) is stably the counit ε Ω kG (M) (the projective-free part of Ω OG (M )
Lemma 5.5. Let M, N be projective-free kG-modules. Then the map on hom spaces induced by R(-) ⊗ k is given by
where the maps β ϕ and α ϕ only depend on the class of ϕ in mod-OG.
Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to that of Lemma 4.13 (take b = 1 in the proof), given the decompositions of RM and RN given by Proposition 5.4.
Remark. We strongly suspect the morphisms α ϕ and β ϕ appearing in the lemma are projective, but we have no proof of this. It will turn out to not present a problem, however.
Let M be a kG-module. We have linear isomorphisms
and hence we may identify End(RM ) with a summand of End(M ⊕ Ω −1 kG M ) in the obvious manner. Kawata [12, Lemma 4.3] has shown that, when the ramification degree of O over O ′ is at least three, given a kG-homomorphism µ : Ω
The same proof works when the ramification degree is at least two by our Proposition 5. kG M mutually determine one another (as maps in mod-OG). Before stating our next result, we recall a definition. Let Λ be a k-algebra, and M a (Λ-Λ)-bimodule. The trivial extension of Λ by M , T M Λ, is the k-algebra whose underlying vector space is simply the direct sum Λ ⊕ M , and the multiplication in T M Λ is given by (λ, m)(λ ′ , m ′ ) = (λλ ′ , λ · m ′ + m · λ ′ ), where · denotes the appropriate actions of Λ on M . In the special case when M is the k-linear dual of Λ, we simply write T Λ instead of T M Λ, and refer to this ring as the trivial extension algebra of Λ.
Theorem 5.6. Let G be a group of order divisible by the rational prime p, let O ′ ⊂ O be a ramified extension of complete discrete valuation rings, and let M be a kG-module. Then End(RM ) ∼ = T End(M ).
Proof. By the Auslander-Reiten duality for kG-modules, End(Ω It follows in particular that β ϕ µ ′ and µ ′ β ϕ are projective (as kG-homomorphisms) for all µ ′ and all β ϕ by the preceding discussion. Now let f ′ = Φ −1 (ϕ ′ , µ ′ ). Then, as maps in mod-OG,
and Φ is an algebra isomorphism.
Remark. We also believe the analogue of this result holds for the lattices R(M b ) considered in Proposition 4.15. The only additional result required for a proof is an analogue of Kawata's lemma [12, Lemma 4.3] . We suspect such an analogue can be deduced using just the adjunction R (so we do not even need Kawata's proof for Theorem 5.6).
We recover the main results of [12] .
Corollary 5.7. Let M be an indecomposable kG-module. Then Ω OG M is indecomposable.
Proof. Recall that Ω OG M is projective-free by Proposition 5.3. Since trivial extension algebras of local algebras are themselves local, the result follows from Theorem 5.6 since End(RM ) ∼ = End(Ω OG M ). 
